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The digital workplace built 

for the employee experience 

in Microsoft 365



Beezy provides the product pillars for a modern digital 

workplace then makes it mobile, customizable and intelligent.

Delivering corporate information 

to appropriate teams while 

keeping employees engaged

01. COMMUNICATION

Placing teams on the same page 

in real time regardless of where 

they are located

02. COLLABORATION

Capturing knowledge across an 

institution and making it 

accessible at the right time and 

in the right context

03. KNOWLEDGE

Connecting and automating 

productivity tools to increase  

employee effectiveness

04. PROCESS

OUR FOUR PILLARS FOR OUR ENTIRE PRODUCT OFFERING

MOBILE    |     CUSTOMIZABLE       |       INTELLIGENT



Digital 

Workplace

Evolution

INFORMATION

EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE

INTRANET

COMMUNICATION COLLABORATION TRANSACTIONS



2021: Digital workplace 
trends & insights report

• Surveyed 800 full time at organizations 

over 1,000 employees

• Uncovered the challenges they face 

communicating, collaborating and 

sharing knowledge

• Break down the findings and provide 

recommendations for organizations 

that will have the biggest impact 



Our research revealed 
4 key findings:

1. Remote work has amplified 

underlying workflow issues

2. Meeting fatigue is the new 

app fatigue

3. Employee happiness is stable, 

but engagement is slipping

4. IT gaps are widening in remote 

work environments

KEY FINDINGS



Where do we go from here?

Our survey revealed employees are experiencing

significant workflow challenges. But organizations can 

start addressing these issues now by prioritizing:

1. Seamless collaboration

2. Continuous communication

3. Centralized knowledge

4. Streamlined processes

5. Inclusive culture



How to solve these challenges.

How to boost employee engagement:

1. Personalize the Digital Workplace 

Experience for your employees

2. Integrate all your third-party tools in 

a single pane of glass

3. Available on every device

4. Asynchronous collaboration across 

time zones.





Better TOGETHER

Team Collaboration

Messaging, calls & 

meetings, Bots
Small teams Synchronous “Fast & furious”

Enterprise Collaboration

Communities at scale, 

Knowledge Management, Idea 

Management, etc *

Large teams Asynchronous Calm & structured

MAIN USER JOURNEY

* Beezy offer a lot more … Stories, Pages, Sites, 

etc.
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Built on an engine

An award winning ux

Consumer-like user experience that 

requires no training and will delight your 

employees.

Beezy stitches the pieces of the puzzle 

together, ensures high performance and 

feature availability through its API.

Natively connected

Built inside SharePoint, connected to the 

entire Microsoft platform and beyond…

Beezy is a next-gen 

Digital Workplace





Thank You

beezy.net

http://www.beezy.net/

